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Note : Attempt questions from ail Sections as directed.

Section - A
1. Answer all ten questions. All questions crury equal marks.

Section - B
2. Answer any three of the following questions :

(a) Define the term Signals.

(b) Write the advantages and disadvantages of a digital communication system.
(c) Mention the various multiple access schemes used in wireless communication.
(d) Name the factors that affect the performance of a nefwork.
(e) Name the five basic network topologies.
(0 What are the responsibilities of the data link layer ?
(g) Give two examples of digital information.
(h) what is the difference between digital data and analog d,ata?
(i) what is the difference between encoding and modulation ?

0) What is the purpose of Domain Name System ?
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(a) what is topology ? Explain various topologies of computerhetwork.
(b) Explain CDMA signal. How is it different from SDMA ?

(c) Differentiare berween TCp & UDp in detail.
(d) Explain the following term with respect to TCp/Ip :(l) Stream data transfer

(2) Reliable Service
(3) Window Size
(4) Urgent Pointer
(5) Check Sum
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(e) Differentiate between the following with examples :

(1) Discrete and continuous signals

(2) Logical address andIP address

Section - C

Answer the following questions :

What is channel noise ? Discuss its ctassification'
OR

Discusshierarchicalstructureofcellularnetworkwithdiagramindetail.

Whatisapplicationofcryptographyindatacommunication?ExplainRSA'
OR

Discusstheproblemsofcellularnetworkwithrespecttomobilephones.

5x10=50
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6.

5. The analog phone lines and telephones in your house are not connected to any electrical

power rorr"""-lto* doe' th" phone ring and light up ?

OR

How does ISDN support both voice and data ?

YouhavetwoofficesandwanttoputaPBXineachandconnectthetwosothatyour
employees in one oifr". can call tftl .-piov".s in another office without being charged

i"r'.rJn .al bv the ;Gffi L*n"'vg* can vou do this ?

what is Network operating System ? H;; Linux is advantageous over windows ?

What happens when a computer * " 
n"Sl"comes unplugged *U O*',,U: *" 

:*'
what is TCP/IP protocol ? Explain frame format of IPV4 datagram with an appropriate

diagram.

7.
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Section - A
1' Answer all ten questions. A[ questions carry equal marks. il) x z: z(J

(a) Define the term Signals.

(b) Write the advantages and disadvantages of a digital communication system.
(c) Mention the various multiple access schemes used in wireless communlcation.
(d) Name the factors that affect the performance of a network.
(e) Name the frve basic network topologies.
(0 What are the responsibilities of the data link layer ?
(g) Give two examples of digital information.
(h) what is the difference between digital data and analog d,ata?
(i) what is the difference between encoding and modulation ?

0) What is the purpose of Domain Name System ?

Section - B
2. Answer any three of the following questions : ,

(a) what is topology ? Explain various topologies of computer network.
(b) Explain CDMA signal. How is it different from sDMA ?

(c) Differentiate befween TCp & UDp in detail.
(d) Explain the following term with respect to TCp/Ip :(l) Stream data transfer

(2) Reliable Service
(3) Window Size
(4) Urgent pointer
(5) Check Sum
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